CLASSICO
CIVILISATION
It was fertile vineyards, rather than the 16th-century villa at their core, that first
attracted Moreno Petrini and Laura di Collobiano to this estate perched above
the Renaissance city of Lucca. But having got their cutting-edge bio-dynamic
farm underway, the winemakers turned inwards, supplementing their interior’s
geometric floors and Neoclassical murals with fine local furniture. As Marella
Caracciolo discovers, it’s vintage northern Tuscany. Photography: Tim Beddow
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With windows north and south, the Neoclassically
furnished living room on the first floor features early
19th-century trompe-l’oeil murals and an Ushak
rug commissioned at the same time for this very floor
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This page, clockwise from top: monumental ‘bracteata’ roses climb the south face, which looks towards Lucca; landscape designer
Oliva di Collobiano, Laura’s aunt, has planted the back garden with thorough-wort, peonies and white hydrangeas; pieces from Moreno
Petrini’s collection of local antique furniture fill the entrance hall, where an 18th-century Murano chandelier hangs above a Venetian
enamelled box of similar vintage. Opposite: a 1610 map of Africa by the Dutch cartographer Willem Blaeu overlooks the dining room
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LAURA
di Collobiano and Moreno Petrini were in
their twenties when they embarked on what seemed at the time
an unlikely venture for two educated, ambitious urbanites. It was
the early 1990s and many young Europeans, eager to surf the wave
of the so-called new economy, were flocking to the world’s expanding metropolises. Tuscan-born Moreno was reaping the success of an invention that creates temperate curved-glass screens,
while Laura, born in Turin and educated in Britain, was working in a shipyard in Viareggio. Soon after they met, the two found
they shared an anachronistic desire to live close to nature. So they
moved to a dilapidated palazzo in a village above the Renaissance
city of Lucca and, for the year or so it took them to find a property to buy, they lived a candle-lit existence with no electricity or central heating.
‘Comfort was not a priority,’ Laura recalls.
‘All we were looking for was a good piece
of land to start a vineyard.’
That turned out to be a 70-hectare estate named after the nearby settlement of
Valgiano and immersed in a landscape so
glorious that even Montaigne, who passed
through this area of northern Tuscany in
the 1580s, noted that he’d never seen a location of such exceptional natural beauty.
The property’s main draw for the couple
was its 3.5-hectare vineyard, known as
‘Imperial’ for having been the last to be
ploughed by hand: an epic feat that took
37 families two years to complete just after
World War II. Ancient olive groves, forested hills and a spring stream completed
the bucolic idyll. ‘The fact that the estate

included a villa was of secondary importance to us,’ Laura recalls. The 16th-century Villa di Valgiano is one of several built
by wealthy local families eager to invest in agricultural estates on
the hills overlooking Lucca. What makes the villa stand apart
from the others are its tall, thick defensive walls hiding its Italianate
gardens from sight. They are among several visible traces of its
past as a military outpost during the war-torn Middle Ages. When
Laura and Moreno eventually turned their attention from the
vineyards and olive groves to the villa and its interiors, they were
in for some surprises. ‘This was one of the few villas in the area
where you could feel the stratifications of time,’ says Petrini.
Their first – lovely – surprise was uncovering some furnishings dating from the early 19th century,
when Lucca was a principality led by Elisa
Bonaparte Bacciocchi, Napoleon’s sister. The estate at that point belonged to
a French family named Vidau, and they
redecorated in the prevailing Neoclassical
taste. Most of the murals hark back to that
period. There’s an enormous Ushak rug
in the entrance hall, and a second one upstairs. Built-in wardrobes in the top-floor
laundry area and myriad chandeliers also
date from this era, as does the billiard table
loved by Martino and Maria, the couple’s
now late-teenager children. The attic was
also a treasure trove, hiding dozens of late
19th-century ceramic bathroom appliances, as well as a 180-strong collection of
framed etchings from the 1780s, examples
of which have now been dotted through
nearly every room of the villa.

Top: in the kitchen, the dining table can be extended to seat up to 18 people. Behind it is a 1951 hardwood fridge, typically lined with
tin or zinc and insulated by cork. Blocks of ice can be placed in the upper chambers, and from there cold air circulates. Above: planted
with maritime pines in the 1850s, the redesigned garden is surrounded by tenth-century walls, which begin either side of the front gate
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Two equestrian portraits square up above a shelf
of enamelled milk pans and espresso makers. Below,
the old sink in local sandstone is surrounded by
Neapolitan hand-painted tiles. The hen holds eggs
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This page, clockwise from top: in the library, the murals were executed by Marco Morini and Carlo Fesani in the mid-1990s as a nod to
those in the billiard room; in the main bathroom, the Empire mirror and many 19th-century accessories (soap dishes and so on) were found
in the attic; the dressing table with oval mirror conceals a bidet. Opposite: a reclining armchair, covered in its original 17th-century
Lucchese fiammato fabric, faces a Louis XVI-style desk, also local, topped with a De Rossi globe. Beyond lies a bed perfect for siestas
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‘Another nice surprise was discovering that these interiors
were ablaze with colours,’ says Laura. Most vivid are a picture
gallery of scenes and the murals in the large living room on the
first floor. These include a port with elaborate ruins and boats
sailing against a pink sky on one side with an eerie cityscape reminiscent of De Chirico on the other. These metaphysical-style
‘paintings’, complete with trompe-l’oeil frames, are set against a
backdrop of pinks, lilacs and aquamarines with elaborate architectural decorations such as columns and stucco friezes in white.
A peek under the wooden parquet floors in that same room
revealed the villa’s original 16th-century cotto tiles. Another marvellous bit of flooring, in the entrance hall, was made according
to the Venetian technique known as terrazzo, whereby chips of marble and cement are mixed together and polished
until smooth. Indeed, captivating floors
seem to be the rule here: 20th-century geometric tiles from the historic A. Tessieri &
C in Lucca are underfoot in many of the
smaller salone, including what’s known as
the Empire room in the east wing, used
mostly for more intimate gatherings.
Inspired by the villa’s original palette,
the owners embarked on a careful restoration held in check by a tight budget. ‘We
had only two workers helping us,’ says
Laura, ‘so the whole thing took several
years to complete.’ The most ambitious
project was redecorating the ground-floor
reading room, which Moreno uses as his
study, with a series of murals depicting
ruins and foliage. These provide a roman-

tic backdrop for a few choice pieces of antique Lucchese furniture that he started collecting as a teenager. ‘Traditionally, it was
expected for palaces in the city to be furnished according to the
latest taste,’ Moreno explains, ‘which meant that these country
homes became the repositories of old family furniture.’ The freespirited eclecticism of the area’s villas suits his taste for buying according to the specific quality of an object rather than the period
it was made. The ornate gilded mirrors on top of the mantelpiece
in the master bedroom or its Empire-style beds attest to the flourishing of fine furnishings in this cosmopolitan republic. The
many antique books on display are another tribute to Lucca, one
of the world’s publishing capitals since the 16th century.
All the while Laura has been focusing
on the land. Her mission has always been
to transform Valgiano into a state-of-theart bio-dynamic farm. Aided by oenologist
Saverio Petrilli, they have developed a line
of prized wines that are exported all over
the world. The estate also produces fine
olive oil and honey. So, in retrospect, has
her and Moreno’s youthful dream of living
in close contact with nature come true?
‘Valgiano is one of the most beautiful
places I have ever seen,’ she says, ‘so every
day brings its rewards. The dream is a work
in progress that requires care, attention
and a full commitment to understanding
the needs of nature. But this is the life we
have chosen, and that makes me happy’ $
The winery can be visited by appointment only.
For more information, ring 00 39 0583 402271,
or visit valgiano.it

This page, clockwise from top left: this ground-level corridor features geometric floor tiles from the venerable A. Tessieri & C in Lucca;
climbing this staircase wall is part of a large collection of 1780s engravings, each in its original frame, found in the villa; an 18th-century
Piedmontese walnut dormeuse sits in one corner of the master bedroom. Covering the hearth is a work by locally based artist Nicola Lazzari
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Cocooned in a faux hanging of eau-de-nil silk, the
early 19th-century bed, which features two decorative
urns atop the posts, was made in Lucca as were the
Empire armchairs at its foot. The carpet is Anatolian
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